
Onae again the FANAC Poll is being circulated with other fanzines 
in an effort at getting more widely representative returns; in addition 
this year the poll is being sent to all members of PAPA, SAPS, and OMPA 
--it is not an official postmailing, though, hence those apa members 
who receive FANAC won’t get extra copies. Two copies are enclosed with 
each copy of FANAC: one is for your files, one to vote with. Results 
of the poll will be published in the third annish of FANAC next Febru
ary 24, along with complete coverage of the activities of the top car
toonists, artists, writers, fans and fanzines as determined by the poll 
and photos of as many of them as we can get ahold of. Fans not on FAN
AC* s mailing list at present can assure themselves of receiving a copy 
by enclosing 25/ when they return theii' ballots.

The poll is for the year I960; please vote on material which has 
appeared during 1960 only. Votes for oneself or one’s own fanzine will 
be discounted and the rest of the votes in that category moved up ac
cordingly. Votes will be counted in the following manners in categor
ies of ten places, ten points will be scored for a first-place vote, 
nine for second, etc.; in categories of five places, five points for 
first-place, etc. • .

Deadline for this poll to reach us will be February 15, 1961. 
Address your ballots to FANAC, c/o Terry & Miriam Carr, 1ÔI5 Grove Si., 
Berkeley California.

THE FAN COMMENDMENTS

1.)

In your opinion, what was the best single publication of 1960? (This 
category is to include oneshots, annishes, special publications, etc.)

Cnyi^l
".. . _ c I * f-'t*

What do you think was the most overrated single publication of 1960?

14j________ I_______ _
The top ten fanzines of 1960t (Note: oneshoto and such are eligible in 
this category if you wish to vote for them; apazines are eligible too.)

5.)

8.)

A nA c
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10.) 77 jP_________________ ___

What fanzine during 1960 do you think was most overrated.

!•)

The best fan artists:

1.) ______________________________________

2.) _____________________________________ _
3.) . . :______________ !_______

The best fan cartoonists?

C

2.)

3.) , ___________



Most overrated fan artist:
i.) Aw xTIa/C_______

Best columns of the year:

i.) _______________________________________

2.) __________ _________________________

The best fan writers:

Most overrated fan cartoonist:

1.) ______________________

Best new fans of the year:

1.) <. ■ ■ _______ _ ____________________

2.) '____________________________________

Number pne Fan Face;

(The top fans in all phases of fan
activity; those whose activity add
ed most to fandom during the year.)

1.) ________________ £_______________________

2*) ___ _____________________________________

Most overrated fan writer: ' 3.) ,P) <9
!■) / ------------------------------------------------

(This year we have added the «most overrated” sections in some categor
ies in an effort to keep the Poll from being disgustingly Sweetness and 
Light. Votes for «most overrated»» in these categories will be totalled 
separately from the categories themselves.)

(It has become a practice each year on the FANAC Poll to include a 
question separate from the Fan Commendments. This year we have a rath
er interesting one, suggested by Ron Elliki)

What single event in fandom’s history (the beginning or end Of a pro
zine or fanzine; a convention; the founding of a fanclub; etc.) do you 
consider the most important:

Why?

Name

Address

; I


